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UPCOMING EVENTS
September 2, 2020
DAPL Board Meeting
Dallas Petroleum Club
Dallas, Texas

September 4, 2020
DPC Poker Night
Dallas Petroleum Club
Dallas, Texas

September 10, 2020
TEC Annual Symposium
Dallas Petroleum Club
Dallas, Texas

September 11, 2020
AAPL Board Meeting
Virtual

September 17, 2020
DAPL Educational Webinar
Virtual

 

September 18, 2020
AAPL CPL/RPL Cert Exam
DFW Marriott
Irving, Texas

October 16, 2020
DAPL Golf Tournament
Cowboys Golf Club
Grapevine, Texas

December 11, 2020
AAPL Board Meeting
Silverado Resort
Napa, California

February 12, 2021
NAPE Summit
George R. Brown Conv. Ctr
Houston, Texas
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DEAR MEMBERS: During the year we will continue to provide a variety of articles
and information with our newsletter that we believe will benefit you, our 
membership. I invite any of our members to contact the DAPL Publications 
Director if you have an article, paper, or topic you wish to submit for potential
inclusion in future DAPL publications.
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2020-2021 DAPL Board of Directors 
PRESIDENT        AAPL DIRECTOR    
Brian Tolson, RPL       Mathew McCauley 
president@dapl.org       aapl@dapl.org  
 
1ST VICE PRESIDENT – GOLF TOURNAMENT   ADVERTISING DIRECTOR 
Mason McCowen       Michael Anderson 
golf@dapl.org        advertising@dapl.org 
 
2ND VICE PRESIDENT - MEMBERSHIP    EDUCATION DIRECTOR 
Andrew Swan, CPL       Nathan Eubanks, RPL 
membership@dapl.org       education@dapl.org 
 
TREASURER        ENTERTAINMENT DIRECTOR 
C. Mason Guinn, CPL       Joel Robbins, CPL 
treasurer@dapl.org       entertainment@dapl.org  
 
SECRETARY        NGL & MEMBERSHIP  
Reid Zambardino, RPL      Heath Burnett 
secretary@dapl.org        ngl@dapl.org  
 
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS      PUBLICATIONS DIRECTOR 
Jack Van Deventer       Jason T. Maloy, CPL 
sa@dapl.org         publications@dapl.org  
 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT     TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR 
Alicia Surratt        Cameron Kroese, CPL 
pastpresident@dapl.org       technology@dapl.org  
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The Dallas Association of Petroleum Landmen was officially founded in the 
fall of 1952. The organization, formally known as The Dallas Landmen's 
Association, held its inaugural meeting on December 8, 1952 at the Melrose 
Hotel. Although the first meeting was quite small, with only an estimated 
30 landmen in attendance, the association continued to develop 
throughout the following years. 

A few men played instrumental roles in helping to build the DAPL's strong 
foundation. These men included the first officers of the association that 
included Edwin P. Davis who served as the first elected President; J.W. 
Rawley, Buford Sutherland and Frank Carr who presided as the vice 
presidents; J.L. Toone as treasurer; and Wesley Weed as the sergeant at 
arms. The founding president, Mr. Davis was also the Land Supervisor for 
what was then called the British-American Oil Producing Company. He 
continued to stay active in the association for many years and later 
returned to his hometown of Hot Springs, Arkansas where he resided until 
his death in 1988. 

For many years, the association held their meetings at the Melrose Hotel 
on the second Monday of every month. Additionally, every December 
members and their wives came together to celebrate the Holiday season 
with a Christmas party at Northwood Club. One might note, the association 
dues were $50 in 1958, which was not cheap by today's standards 
considering today that $50 would be equivalent to upwards of $375. 

In the early years of the association, the terms of the elected board 
members ran the calendar year and elections were held during the late fall. 
In 1955, the AAPL was formed with many Dallas landmen playing a pivotal 
role in its formation. In fact, John W. Story of Sun Oil Co. in Dallas was 
acknowledged as a Charter Member years later. By the late 1950's, 
educational programs within the profession became an emerging focus 
among landmen. This growing interest helped lead to the establishment of 
the first PLM program at the University of Oklahoma. However, at the time  

there was still no educational program aimed directly to landmen who were already in the profession. That all changed 
in 1959 with the establishment of "The Institute for Petroleum Landmen," by the Southwestern Legal Foundation that 
was held here in Dallas from 1959 to 2001 attracting landmen from all around the country to attend. This association 
co-sponsored the event between 1959- 1960 and then again during the period of 1973- 2001. 

On May 29 1961, a valued tradition of annual golf tournaments was founded by landmen in Dallas. The first golf 
tournament was played at the DAC Country Club. It proved to be such a successful event that the association went 
on to hold two golf tournaments that year. By the time the first golf tournament was held, the association had grown 
from having 30 attendees at the first meeting to averaging well over 80 landmen at every meeting and the association 
had also modified its former title to the current name of the Dallas Association of Petroleum Landmen. 

DAPL First President from 1953:  
EDWIN P. DAVIS 
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During this period of significant growth, the wives of the landmen came together to establish their own organization, 
called The Dallas Petroleum Landmen's Wives Association, and held their first meeting at the Brookhaven Country 
Club. The organization was developed and founded by Gwyn Beavers, who was the wife of Jim Beavers Jr. The DPLW 
association was officially formed after Gwyn Beavers sent out letters to the wives of the DAPL members on January 
20, 1961 and received 47 votes in favor, 25 votes no of those responding. 

In the fall of 1962, Dallas was named the site of the 1964 annual AAPL convention. With over 1200 people expected 
to attend, the event was quite a monumental moment for the DAPL. Luckily for the men of the DAPL, the organization 
that was started by Gwyn Beavers just a year earlier played a substantial role in organizing the event. The AAPL 
convention turned out to be a big success for the DAPL, as well as Dallas, and subsequently the DAPL has had the 
opportunity to host the AAPL convention three more times. The following year, Jim Beavers held the honor of 
becoming the first DAPL member to become president of AAPL. 

As the DAPL welcomed an upsurge of growth throughout the 1960's, some members ventured into working part-
time as representatives for Lamar Hunt and the newly formed Dallas Texans (later to be moved to Kansas City and 
renamed the Kansas City Chiefs). Sources say that some of the landmen with Hunt Oil Company were asked to recruit 
and sign the best college football players around the area which included SMU and TCU. 
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By 1970, the United States workforce was experiencing a 
significant socio-demographic transition as women began 
playing a more prodominant role throughout the work 
environment. Women were entering the workforce in increasing 
numbers and this shift was evident in the petroleum industry as 
well. Women were not just among the support staff in the Land 
Department anymore, some were full-fledged Landmen during 
this time. In 1971, Tom DeWees, the DAPL president and board 
faced a major decision of whether to let women into the 
association. The DAPL had previously only allowed membership 
to be available to men, but the valuable presence of women 
within the industry was becoming quite clear. Hence, Mr. 
DeWees and the board collaborately decided to open  
membership to both women and men, and proudly inducted the first woman into the association, Susan Collins. 
Mrs. Collins went on to become the first woman elected to the board as Treasurer in 1976. And in 1995, Ann 
McConnville was elected President of the DAPL, the first woman to hold the prestigious title. 

During the 1970's, the DAPL board members looked for new venues to host the monthly meetings due to the 
Melrose Hotel current state of a major renovation and oil companies finding office space outside the downtown 
corridor to be more lucrative. Various locations played host to DAPL monthly meetings, such as the Campbell Center, 
which is recognizable by the two gold towers on North Central Expressway, the "old" Glen Lakes Country Club, 
located on Walnut Hill and 75, the Engineers Club of Dallas, and the North Park Inn, located at the Northeast corner 
of Park Lane and 75. The location of the monthly meetings continued to fluctuate well into the 1980's until the 
Petroleum Club at its current location opened its doors in 1987. 

The industry soared into the 1980's and landmen were flying high. Enrollment in the PLM programs at OU, UT, and 
Houston reached its pinnacle point. Unfortunately, this high was short-lived as "the oil bust of the 1980's" had a 
crippling effect on the industry, and consequently impacting membership of the DAPL and surrounding landmen 
associations. Membership numbers depleted so drastically that the association shrunk to a membership level not 
seen since the late 60's. However, the DAPL went on to recover in the 1990's. 

The new millennium sparked new interests when a company called Mitchell Energy based in the Dallas-Fort Worth 
Metro area began gaining attention with amazing results from the well-known but previously downplayed Barnett 
Shale in North Texas. By 2003, the shale gas boom in North Texas had taken hold with almost every company in 
the nation wanting to get a piece of the action. The shale gas boom promoted a new surplus of jobs, and 
consequently, the DAPL has enjoyed some of its most fruitful years yet. And so now, stronger than ever, the DAPL 
continues to foster new relationships among local landmen and promote advancement among the Landman's 
profession. 

The above history of the DAPL was researched and written by Josh Raley (former DAPL President) and is currently 
available for review, along with a complete listing, with pictures, of previous presidents on the dapl website. 
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Many land professionals are struggling right now with the backlash of lower commodity prices and the global 
pandemic.  As such, the DAPL would like to highlight a program that can aid in furthering your education in the 
profession.   

AAPL has established a Professional Development Assistance Program that reduces the registration fee up to $300 
for AAPL- operated events, including Annual Meeting and the NAPE Business Conference. The program is designed 
for AAPL Active Members in good standing for at least two (2) years, and who have not received Professional 
Development Aid more than two (2) times in the past calendar year. 

 It is as simple as applying on the AAPL website under 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT – see link below.  The program 
is available and meant to help during times like we are 
experiencing now. 

Assistance is available to help offset AAPL- operated educations 
programs including: 

 • Institutes 

• Seminars 

• Workshops  

• Oil and Gas Land Reviews 

• Annual Meeting ($300 max) 

• Summer NAPE on the NAPE Network 

• NAPE Business Conference (includes Job Fair & networking Icebreaker; $300 max)  

Assistance is limited to two programs per year including all AAPL Education Seminars & online videos. If you are 
requesting assistance for the RPL/CPL exam, your RPL/CPL application must already be approved by the 
Certification Committee. 

The names of recipients requesting assistance are confidential. Please request assistance at least two (2) weeks 
prior to the event date.  

 

AAPL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT application:  
https://www.landman.org/professional-development/professional-development-assistance  

 

https://www.landman.org/professional-development/professional-development-assistance
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Does COVID-19 constitute a material adverse effect? 
By Phillips Murrah Attorney Travis E. Harrison 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Such clauses are frequently used as conditions to close and qualifiers to the seller’s representations. If 
the target company suffers a MAE as defined in the agreement, the clause allows the buyer to unilaterally 
terminate the deal without being considered in breach of contract. The seller can qualify representations 
made about the condition of the target company, making it more difficult for a buyer to assert a breach. 
Also, exclusions to the definition of a MAE are identified, such as industrywide market conditions. 
 
One increasingly common issue is whether COVID-19 constitutes a MAE. The following questions may 
help determine the answer and assist parties in the negotiation stages: 
 

• Are there MAE exclusions such as epidemics, pandemics and natural disasters? 
• Has COVID-19 resulted in unique issues for the target company that are disproportionate to other 

companies in the same industry? 
• Is the buyer obligated to use certain efforts to close the deal notwithstanding events that affect 

the financial condition of the target company? 
• What other limitations apply to a MAE? For example, can events only occurring after executing 

the agreement qualify as a MAE? 
• Have the parties contractually shifted the burden to the seller to prove that a MAE has not 

occurred? 
 
While these questions may provide guidance on the issue, establishing whether a MAE has occurred is a 
highly fact-intensive issue that depends on the unique circumstances involved and the specific language 
used in the acquisition agreement. It should also be noted that buyers have faced a significant burden in 
court to show that any event meets the criteria of a MAE. As more parties litigate the issue, the courts will 
play an important role in establishing precedent that will shape how parties negotiate acquisition 
agreements. 
 

Travis E. Harrison is a transactional attorney who represents individuals and both privately-held and 
public companies in a wide range of transactional matters. 

 

 

In addition to a vast human toll, COVID-19 has wreaked havoc on 
businesses, markets, and supply chains. With infections still spreading, 
businesses have suffered cash and liquidity constraints and anticipate such 
suffering to continue. 
 
The pandemic also presents unique risks to parties in acquisition 
agreements, such as risks concerning the financial viability of the target 
company. Parties often address these risks by including material adverse 
effects, or MAE, clauses. 
 
Generally speaking, a MAE is an event, circumstance, change or effect that 
presents a material threat to the business of the target company. MAE 
clauses account for this possibility and allocate risk among the parties. 
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 Ready for a Career Step Change? 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interview with Lisa Millington – University of Oklahoma College of Law 

An industry downturn, like the one we are currently experiencing, is a great time to take stock of your career goals 
and add to your tool belt.  The AAPL has been busy over the past decade working with, reviewing, setting policy, 
and ultimately accrediting both undergraduate programs and graduate programs for the benefit of land 
professionals.   All AAPL Accredited undergraduate programs are on-campus and require ~120 hours to 
complete.  All AAPL Accredited graduate programs are a combination of on-campus or all online, which allows 
full-time working professionals to complete each program.  Most of the graduate programs are ~32 hours and 
include an accelerated tract that can be completed in a little as 15 months.  At the time of this publication there 
are four graduate programs that AAPL has accredited.  We will attempt to interview each program over the 
coming months and provide our members information.  Now is a great time to look at any of these programs to 
further your career: 
 

University of Oklahoma College of Law: 
Master of Legal Studies – Oil, Gas and Energy Law 

 
University of Tulsa: 

Master of Energy Business 
 

Oklahoma City University: 
Energy Legal Studies 
Energy Management 

 
 

For our first interview we talked to Lisa 
Millington, Director of the Program at the 
University of Oklahoma College of Law, 
MLS – OGEL: 

 
 
 

DAPL:  Tell me about the program? 
 
Lisa: The OU College of Law is a national and international leader in oil and gas, natural resources, and energy 
law. Our Master of Legal Studies Program in Oil, Gas, and Energy Law (OGEL) is an AAPL accredited 32 credit 
hour graduate degree that can be completed in 15 months. Of the 32 credit hours, 28 are offered completely 
online. The final four credits are earned during a one-week intensive session hosted at the OU College of Law, 
providing ample opportunity to meet and network with other students in the program before graduation. The 
combination of online and on-campus learning provides students the flexibility to attain an OU Law degree from 
anywhere in the world. World renowned faculty who are experts in all aspects of the energy and natural resources 
industry mentor our students and teach a comprehensive curriculum. The OGEL program offers a competitive 
advantage to anyone who assembles land interests for the energy industry, negotiates oil and gas contracts, deals 
with mineral rights, or works closely with oil and gas or energy attorneys.  
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DAPL: When did it become an AAPL Accredited program? 
 
Lisa: We were so honored to be accredited in 2017. AAPL Accreditation has been a tremendous boost for the 
MLS - Oil, Gas and Energy Law program as it provides relevancy in the industry and networking opportunities. 
Another great benefit is that our students receive a complimentary AAPL membership and scholarship 
opportunities from the AAPL Landman Scholarship Trust.  
 
DAPL: Tell me about the typical student that chooses this program. 
 
Lisa: Students are typically working professionals seeking to broaden their knowledge of oil and gas, natural 
resources and energy law. We have executives, landmen, engineers, geologists, procurement professionals, and 
students who are looking for a career change. Additionally, the university has a vast network of alumni working in 
the industry, making it a perfect place to study energy law. 
 
DAPL: What can students do with the degree? 
 
Lisa: The OGEL degree in useful for Landmen, aspiring Landmen and Land Administrative professionals because 
the curriculum focuses on the maintenance, drafting, and interpretation of leases and mineral title issues.  Also, 
Energy, Real Estate, Government professionals receive specialized knowledge and understanding of legal issues, 
risk management, and negotiation skills employees which are marketable and transferable to other industries.  
 
If you would like more information about the AAPL Accredited OU Law MLS – OGEL program, please reach out 
to Lisa directly at: lmillington@ou.edu. 
 
Many of our DAPL members have graduated from this program and can attest to the benefits.  If you would like 
more information from a fellow graduate in the DFW area, reach out to Lisa and she can put you in touch with 
local alumni. 
 
 
 
 

mailto:manderson@bainbridgep.com
mailto:lmillington@ou.edu
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meet the new dapl board of directors 2020-2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian K. Tolson, RPL is a Landman with Equitas Energy Partners, LLC 
Equitas is a full-service consulting and land service company based in 
the DFW Metroplex.  

Brian graduated from Texas Tech University in 2007 and worked in Real 
Estate for a few years prior to commencing his career as a field landman.  
As a landman, he has gained working experience in several of the major 
basins across the country with a majority of his time and effort focused 
in the basins of Texas. Brian has participated in the full range of field land 
work from title research to acquisitions.  

 He joined the American Association of Petroleum Landmen in 2012 and obtained his Registered Professional 
Landman designation in 2017. He is a member of the Associations of Landmen in Dallas, Fort Worth, and the 
Permian Basin, and is currently serving his first term on the Dallas Association of Petroleum Landmen’s Board 
of Directors. 

Brian and his wife, Nicole, met while they were in Lubbock and have three wonderful children. Outside of the 
office, you will find him volunteering his time helping with his children’s youth programs, playing local golf 
courses, attending church, or improving his culinary skills in front of the grill.   

 
Alicia Surratt is a Dallas native and graduated from Austin College with a major 
in Economics and minor in Business.  She is currently a Landman with J.P. 
Morgan and heads the department as the Oil & Gas Practice Lead.  

You didn’t always find her in the oil & gas industry, as she originally had a career 
in investments and financial planning.  Alicia left the corporate world and moved 
to San Antonio where she attended St. Mary’s Law School.  While in law school 
she clerked for an oil & gas firm which paved the way for her career as a 
Landman.  

This is her second term on the Board.  In her spare time, Alicia enjoys hunting, 
being outdoors with her labrador, and spending time with her friends and family. 

 

Mason McCowen has served as Vice President of Land for Rivershore Resources, 
LLC since March 1, 2016.  

Previously, Mason was the senior landman for Cubic Energy, Inc. headquartered in 
Dallas, TX.  Prior to Cubic Energy, Inc., he was a Landman at Chesapeake Energy in 
Oklahoma City.   

Mason attended the University of Oklahoma where he graduated with a BBA.  Mr. 
McCowen is a member of the AAPL, YPE and on the board of the DAPL.  Additionally, 
he is an active member of his local community supporting local charities.  
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Andrew Swann, CPL is a 2011 graduate of The University of Oklahoma where 
he majored in Energy Management. 

Upon graduation from OU, Andrew started out as an independent landman at 
AED Group. He then changed gears and began working acquisition and 
divestiture due diligence for JIMAR Resources and managed Texas Scottish 
Rite Hospital's non-op interests throughout the continental U.S. 

He is now a Senior Landman at Scout Energy Partners. In 2018, Andrew was 
designated a Certified Professional Landman by the AAPL. This will be Andrew's 
third year on the Board for the DAPL, serving as 2nd Vice President- 
Membership. 

Andrew enjoys spending free time with his wife, Caitlin, and their 3-year-old Gold 
Retriever, Sadie. Andrew's hobbies include traveling, golfing and Oklahoma 
Football. 

 

 

Heath J. Burnett was elected in the Spring of 2017 to join the Board of the Dallas 
Association of Petroleum Landmen and is serving his first term as a DAPL Board 
Member. Heath was also appointed to serve as the Director for the DAPL's Next 
Generation Landmen group ("NGL") for the 2017-2018 term. NGL is a group 
within the DAPL that promotes the development of young professionals in an 
educational and social setting. Heath also serves as a mentor in the Young 
Professionals in Energy ("YPE") Mentor Program, is an active member of the 
American Association of Professional Landmen ("AAPL") and has served as a 
volunteer for several other civic and charitable organizations over the years. 

 Heath has over a decade of industry experience and is employed by The Northern Trust Company as a Second Vice 
President/Landman/Oil, Gas and Mineral Property Manager. Prior to joining Northern Trust, Mr. Burnett began his career 
in the oil and gas industry as a Landman with Cherokee Horn Production working the Barnett Shale in North Central Texas. 
He has extensive experience as both a company landman as well as an independent landman, working in multiple 
conventional and unconventional plays in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, California, New Mexico, Louisiana, Wyoming, and 
West Virginia. He has also worked as a landman for Cinco Resources and Sedna Energy, based in Dallas, Texas. While at 
Sedna, he worked as the company’s Mid-Continent Landman and managed all of leasehold and wells located in 
Oklahoma. At Cinco, he worked the company's Federal Units and BLM properties in the Powder River Basin, and managed 
its leasehold, drilling program and worked several divestitures and acquisitions in the Eagle Ford Shale in South Texas. 

Heath received his B.B.A. in Finance from the Cox School of Business at Southern Methodist University ("SMU") and is an 
active member of the SMU Letterman's Association. He is a true outdoorsman and his passions include traveling, hunting, 
SMU Football and spending weekends with friends and family at the family lake house at Cedar Creek. 

. 
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Reid Zambardino, RPL began his career upon graduating from Texas Tech 
University in 2015 with a Bachelor of Business Administration in Energy 
Commerce. While attending Texas Tech, Reid worked for a small operator 
performing courthouse title work and pulling records. Currently, Reid is a landman 
at Dorchester Minerals, L.P. where he began his career. Dorchester manages their 
portfolio of producing and non-producing mineral, royalty, overriding royalty, net 
profits and leasehold interests in 598 counties throughout 27 states. 

Reid is glad to belong to such a great industry where he looks forward to going to 
work every day, knowing that the next challenging project is around the corner. Reid 
has thoroughly enjoyed being a member of DAPL and looks forward to making a 
meaningful contribution to the association. 

Reid is a Dallas native that enjoys spending his free time with friends and family, 
attending Dallas Stars and Texas Rangers games, mountain biking, hunting and 
going to the lake. 

 Matt McCauley is a graduate of Texas Tech University with a BBA in Finance.  He 
began his career in the oil and gas industry in 2006 as a contract field landman at 
Texhoma Land Consultants in Ft. Worth, Texas.  In November 2007, Matt joined AED 
Group, LLC, a land service firm based in Dallas, Texas.  He spent the next 7 years in 
numerous roles within AED including Project Manager of AED’s largest long-term 
land crew working primarily in the Northern Barnett Shale from 2009-2014.  In 
September 2014, Matt joined Comstock Resources, Inc.  He currently works 
Comstock’s Texas Assets.  This is Matt’s third year to serve on the DAPL Board of 
Directors. 

Matt has been a member of the AAPL since 2007 and received his CPL certification 
in 2014.  He is currently on the AAPL Tax Issues Committee, as well. 

Matt currently resides in Little Elm, Texas with his two daughter’s Madison and 
Kennedy.  He enjoys spending time with his family, coaching and/or participating in 
his daughter’s numerous activities, golfing, hunting, and the outdoors. 

 

Nathan Eubanks, RPL is a Landman with Grey Rock Energy Partners where he helps 
manage the firm’s existing asset portfolio and assists with acquisition & divestiture due 
diligence.  

Prior to joining Grey Rock, Nathan was a Vice President at JPMorgan where he 
managed oil and gas assets for its Private Bank clients. Nathan is a graduate of the 
University of Denver’s Daniels College of Business and lives in Dallas with his wife 
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Michael Anderson graduated from West Texas A&M in 2009 with a bachelor’s in finance and did accounting and 
restaurant management jobs until 2010 when he began his career as a contract field landman. As a landman, he worked 
several basins like the Powder River, Marmaton, Anadarko Basin, and SCOOP and STACK. In 2015 Michael pursued a 
master’s degree from Oklahoma City University with an emphasis in Energy management and the summer of 2016 
Michael graduated with his Master of Science in Energy Management.  Michael has been a part of every aspect of the 
landman industry from title research, lease acquisition, regulatory permitting, surface damage settlement to division 
orders.  
He is a member of the Associations of Landman in Dallas, Oklahoma City, and Tulsa 
and is currently serving his second term as advertising director on the Dallas 
Association of Petroleum Landman. Michael has served on the Dallas Association 
of Petroleum Landman golf tournament committee for two years and will serve on 
the clay shoot committee in 2021.  

Michael and his wife, Chasidy, met in Dallas in the summer 2011 and have two 
wonderful children. In his spare time, he enjoys serving at church, fishing with his 
daughter, being outside, traveling and relaxing with family.  

 Cameron Kroese, CPL, a Dallas native, currently serves as Manager – Land & 
Acquisitions of Peregrine Energy Partners, a dynamic mineral & royalty aggregator 
located in Dallas.  

Prior to his time at Peregrine, Cameron spent the first 5 years of his career in Midland, 
Texas, working as a contract in-house landman. His roles were focused primarily on 
developing and maintaining numerous horizontal drilling programs for his clients.   

Cameron earned his BBA in Energy Management from the Price College of Business 
– University of Oklahoma in the Fall of 2011. He obtained his CPL designation from 
the American Association of Professional Landmen (AAPL) in August of 2019. This is 
Cameron’s second year on the Board for DAPL, serving as Technology Director.  

In his free-time, Cameron enjoys being active in his church, the great outdoors, and 
spending time with his wife, Ashley, and their son, Camden.  

 
Jason Maloy, CPL, is an alumnus of the Price College of Business and College of Law at the 
University of Oklahoma.  His undergraduate (BBA – Energy Management) and graduate (MLS-
Oil Gas and Energy Law) degrees helped him become Partner and Co-founder at Tall Cotton 
Energy, LLC and Rising Star Energy Partners, LLC, both based in Dallas. 

He and his wife, Dr. Lezlie Maloy, enjoy participating in philanthropic events and created the MP 
Foundation for ALS Awareness to honor a co-worker who died with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis. In 2008 he completed Ironman Florida to help raise more than $56,000 for a 
scholarship at OU in memory of a fellow landman and DAPL member. To date he has completed 
more than 90 multisport events, including six Ironman Triathlons and over 20 marathons. He is 
currently training for his seventh Ironman set for Tulsa, OK in May 2021 (recently delayed due to 
COVID-19).  He is a proud member of the OU Varsity O Club and in the fall he enjoys traveling to 
Norman to watch football with his wife and two sons Brooks and Sam. 
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Jack Deventer currently serves as the Vice President of Land for Javelin Energy 
Partners, a newly formed PE backed independent E&P company focused on acquiring 
and developing oil and natural gas assets across the Lower 48.  

Prior to forming Javelin, Jack worked as a Landman in various roles at Dallas, TX based 
Covey Park Energy, a PE backed independent E&P acquired by Comstock Resources in 
June of 2019; LPR Land Services, a Clearfield, PA based land services firm; and TGGT 
Holdings, a wholly owned midstream subsidiary of EXCO Operating Company and BG 
Group acquired by Azure Midstream in May of 2015.  

Jack graduated from the University of Oklahoma and currently lives in Dallas with his 
wife, Nixon, daughter, Villa, and French bulldog, Fabi. Jack's pursuits include travel, fly 
fishing and hunting, and all things outdoors. 

 

Joel Robbins, CPL is a graduate of Texas Tech University with a Bachelor’s degree in 
Public Relations and Psychology. He began his career in the oil and gas industry in 2006 
as a field landman with Craig S. Charbonnet leasing plays across Texas. Joel joined 
Harding Energy in 2007 where he worked with Chesapeake Energy on drilling wells in 
the Barnett Shale. In 2013, Joel joined Merit Energy Company where he has focused on 
various geographical areas, and currently manages the Land Department. This is Joel’s 
second year of his second term serving on the DAPL Board of Directors.  

Joel has been a member of the AAPL since 2006, received his CPL certification in 2014 
and currently serves on the AAPL Certification Committee. He also provides volunteer 
PR support to Dallas-area breast cancer organizations. 

Joel enjoys spending time with his family, rooting on the Red Raiders, traveling and 
anything outdoors.  

 

Charles “Mason” Guinn, CPL is currently the Land Operations Manager at Comstock 
Resources in Frisco, Texas.  He has been at Comstock for 12 years and started as a 
Senior Landman in 2008.   

He attended the University of Texas at Austin – Red McCombs School of Business. 
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I am very grateful for this amazing scholarship opportunity. The Dallas 
Association of Petroleum Landmen Scholarship will help me to continue 
my education at Texas Tech University. 

I am an only child from Pearland, Texas which is a suburb of Houston. Being 
from the Houston area, from a young age I knew that I wanted to have a 
career in the energy industry. While touring different college campuses, I 
immediately fell in love with Texas Tech. Although, I was almost ten hours 
away from home I felt as if I was welcomed at Tech. While at Tech, I have 
had the ability to get involved with many different organizations such as a 
Greek Sorority and The Energy Commerce Association. Recently, I also had 
the opportunity to become a student member in AAPL. Over the years, 
Texas Tech has provided amazing memories and opportunities, and I am 
forever grateful that I picked such a wonderful university to attend.  

I am currently a Junior majoring in Energy Commerce. In the future, I hope to complete both cohort options in the downstream 
and upstream side of the industry. Completing both options would allow me to be very versatile in the energy industry, and 
possibly give me the option to do either land work or the commercial side. I chose to major in Energy because there will always 
be a demand for jobs, even as the industry evolves and changes, we will always have an energy demand that needs to be met. 
This summer I will be interning with Optima Land Services in Midland, and I am very excited and eager to learn as much as 
possible in the time that I have with them.  

Once again, thank you so much for making my higher-level education possible. This scholarship will help me to excel at 
school.  

 

Caitlyn Cotton  
 

I wanted to begin by saying thank you for not only awarding me this scholarship but 
for allowing me to purse my education with peace of mind. Expanding my education 
is a huge priority in my life and I am beyond grateful for your contribution in helping 
me do so. 

My experience with finding my education path is a bit different but has had me on the 
best roller-coaster life could offer. I took a geology class in high school and absolutely 
enjoyed it. After high school, I started community college while I worked full time at a 
mortgage company. I had a dilemma whenever I realized I also enjoyed the bustling 
side of the business industry. I then began looking for a degree that connected these 
two pieces and found that the Energy Management program at the University of 
Oklahoma had the exact mix of both business and geology and had a great reputation 
in the energy industry. Flash forward and I am now a senior at the University of 
Oklahoma finishing up my last year and a half of classes before I can call myself a 
graduate.  

After graduation, my dream is to continue learning by getting a job as a landman and be able to shadow someone that has many 
years of experience. I want to truly get knee deep in the day to day activities to soak up valuable tools for my success.  

Until then, I have always been told to enjoy every moment I have during my time in college and I cannot thank you enough for 
the learning experiences I will have because of your incredible donation to my education. Thank you again for extending me this 
opportunity.  

 

Ariana Rodrigues 
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